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in O'neal's occupation career, he is a worthy of the name inside the big kill, who won four NBA titles, three NBA finals MVP. Strong
dunk and the basket small hook is the nirvana. There are 8 points in the Lakers career in 19 years. in the 1995 to 1996 season,
O'neal became a free agent. The summer of 1996, O'neal was elected to the U.S. Olympic basketball team, then with a dream team
of three won the 1996 Atlanta Olympic gold medal. During the Olympics, he and the Losangeles Lakers signed a 7 year contract,
worth $120 million, officially joined the Losangeles lakers. < p > in time for the Lakers to three peat period (from 2000 to 2002). He is
the absolute center of the Lakers, inside the NBA deserved overlord, he in the penalty area and a thunderous dunk no a player can
stop. The main way of score to squeeze into the inside of the dunk and hoop positive small hook, the tall, strong, known as "the
shark". Although the team tried to reduce the field on both ends of the offensive and defensive power, including the famous "Hack-A-
Shaq", but little effect, O'Neill is also a result of the self styled "the strongest in the history of the center, but almost no one puts forward
the question of". Although in the paint with the all conquering lethality, but his ability to assist the same can not be overlooked, his cap
also let numerous established hero no in the penalty area. He was in 2000 to 2002 three degrees led the Lakers to win the NBA
championship, O'neal also like Jordan, for three consecutive years to make the finals most valuable player award, limelight for a
moment no two. This has laid his historical position. When left in the summer of 2004, averaging 27 points in Lakers history behind
Elgin & middot; Baylor, rebounding listed fourth in the Lakers, averaging total cover and the cover are all in team history the second.
2011 years on June 2, O'Neill due to a leg injury is difficult to heal officially on twitter announced his retirement, ending his 19 years of
career as a professional soccer player, Los Angeles Lakers responded quickly, they officially announced, will be retired O'Neill's
Jersey, the Lakers 34, shortly after will hanging over the Staples Center of Los Angeles. In April 3, 2013, the Lakers and Mavericks at
half-time, officially retired O'neal's jersey No. 34. < p > James & middot; worthy, 1982 draft, born in North Carolina, Jordan's brother,
chose his Lakers just in the summer of 1982 won the NBA championship, but they before a few years a deal let them obtain the
year's first round sign No. 1, (total champion can get a year's champion signed almost frenzied). It should be said that the Lakers are
NBA a few selected high rookie team especially unique vision. They do not hesitate to choose from North Carolina Voci. The Lakers
in the 80's composition of Jabbar (1969), "the magician" Johnson (1979), wauthy (>
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